
Following I will describe how I built my own macro rail. 
This setup allows me to automate the process of taking several pictures of tiny things 
that we can’t get in focus with a single shot. Many solutions exist for a “problem” like 
this and here is my DIY approach. Once done, I use Zerene Stacker 
(http://zerenesystems.com/cms/stacker) to create a single stacked image of the 
frames.
Most ideas around the setup and the math behind it was acquired through this link 
http://extreme-macro.co.uk/

Link to Video: https://youtu.be/YvNg5bOkps8
Link to Matlab File Exchange: 
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/72788-matlab-arduino-
controlled-macro-rail-for-macrophotography
Link to Arduino Project Hub: 
https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/MacroPhotoFan_2004/matlab-arduino-
controlled-macro-rail-for-macrophotography-200c46

***** DISCLAIMER *****
This setup works fine for me but be aware that we are dealing with electronics 
remotely triggering the camera. While the setup in theory is almost fail safe, I can not 
be held responsible for any damage to your camera equipment or harm to yourself. 
Please educate yourself about the workings of the circuits and possible consequences 
of incorrect setup.
For my setup (Nikon), triggering the focus and shutter is accomplished by grounding 
the voltage provided by the camera through the remote shutter cable. The circuit 
described later uses optocouplers to accomplish that, which means that the Arduino 
and Camera circuits are independent and only linked through an optical pulse within 
the optocouplers (whoever came up with that is a genius!).

CHECK THE SETUP FOR YOUR SPECIFIC CAMERA
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PARTS LIST

1. A camera that supports remote trigger.
2. Macro lens, extension tubes, reverse mounting rings, lens couplers, Microscope 

Objective… this depends on how much magnification you want. The lens setup in 
the pictures is as follows.

A. Nikkor 200mm f/4 AIS
B. 52mm-52mm Male-Male Thread M-M Macro Photography Lens Coupling 

Ring for Mounting Two (2) Lenses Face to Face (TA2 Trading).
C. Reverse mounted Nikkor 50mm f/1.8 AIS (with self-made “lenshood” using 

an old rear cap.
This specific setup provides 4:1 magnification.

3. Speedlight (SB-800) with Nikon SC-29 adapter.
4. Fiber Optics cable (Fostec)
5. Adjustable Clamps (Pangshi 11inch Adjustable Articulating Friction Magic Arm & 

Large Super Clamp.
6. Macro Rail (Proxxon 27100 Micro Compound Table KT 70)
7. Stepping motor (Nema 17, 26Ncm(36.8oz.in) 12V 0.4A 3D Printer CNC).
8. CNC conversion kit (CNC Kit, PROXXON MF70 Conversion umbau auf CNC für

NEMA17 und NEMA23 Motoren (322135845381).
9. Arduino UNO R3 (and some sort of starter kit to get cables, resistors, 

breadboards,…)
10. Adafruit Motor Shield V2.
11. Power supply for Arduino (AC to DC 12V 3A Wall Adapter Power Supply For 

Arduino).
12. Optocouplers (Gikfun 4n35 Optocouplers Phototransistor 30V DIP6 IC for Arduino 

EK1848).
13. Headphone Socket (uxcell® 20 Pcs 4-Pin 2.5mm Female Headphone Stereo Socket 

Jack Adapter Black).
14. Stereo extension (3ft Stereo Extension Cable, 24k Angled 2.5mm Stereo Male to 

Female Cable).
15. Stable specimen platform (I bought a used Microscope on ebay and cut the top 

off.
16. Stable Camera platform (plenty of Polyethylene sheets, easy to make stuff out of 

it.
17. Matlab with “Matlab Support Package for Arduino Hardware” add-on.
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Taking the Shots

Before running the sequence make sure you are ready and everything is setup correctly. 
See the step by step instructions o the following pages for more details.

- Make sure Camera and Flash have plenty of battery life left. For the camera, I use a 
battery adapter that works like a charm.

- Set your camera to Manual and Single Shot mode.

- Set Shutter Speed to “Bulb”.

- Set your lens to Manual focus.

- Dial in ISO and aperture setting. Take a few test shots to get it right.

- Avoid any movement of the subject. Turn off fans, don’t walk around during the 
sequence (if you feel comfortable, leave the room while it’s running).

- Use “Rear” for flash mode. In order to avoid vibrations from table movement and front 
curtain opening as much as possible, long(ish) shutter speeds work well and the flash 
should freeze any motions.

- With that said, make sure to avoid any light leaks from ambient light. Setup in the 
evenings or cover the setup with a box.

Governing Equation

Equations and calculators are extensively discussed in the link I provided and this setup 
only uses the DOF calculation which needs…

- Circle of Confusion for your specific camera model.
Values can be found online easily.

- Magnification of your lens setup
for my setup it’s straightforward (Macro lens only or Stacked Lenses) but for others it’s 
best to take test shots with a ruler and back-calculate magnification using the 
published sensor size.

- Aperture setting of your lens
half-stop values are provided in a dropdown.

The values reside in a Look-Up table (Matlab m-file) that loads at startup and would need 
to be udated for different setups.
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Preparation

During the setup stage, I have a flashlight in my modified flash diffuser to help with 
adjusting front and back positions of the shooting sequence.

Move the table and use Live-View to determine your start and end point. This works just 
fine but I have “ControlMyNikon” installed and I can see everything on the screen while I 
am adjusting the table.

Don’t forget to replace the flashlight with the speedlight before taking test shots or 
running the sequence.
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My GUI

Open the GUI and you will see the above

Board - popup menu populated from look-up table file.

COM - automatically generated during opening function. Make sure to select the 
correct one (see “Device Manager” for clarification where Arduino is 
connected to).

Libraries - automatically generated during opening function. Select 
“Adafruit/Motorshield”

Distance/360 -whatever macro rail you use, you need to establish what distance it travels 
during a full turn of the knob.

Steps/360 - how many steps your stepper motor can do during a full 360deg turn.

Resolution - calculated from the 2 entries above (e.g. 1/200 = 0.005)

Click “Connect” to proceed.
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My GUI

Camera Settings

Camera - popup menu populated from look-up table file.

Lens - popup menu populated from look-up table file. Select your lens setup 
which will populate the “Magnification” field.

Shutter Speed - Select the shutter speed.

Aperture - Select the aperture, make sure to set the camera to the same value.

ISO - not used (future update to write out a txt file with all settings for 
reference).

DOF - estimated Depth-of-Field
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My GUI

Table Control

<< toggle button moves the table continuously towards the object until you press the 
button again to stop.

>> toggle button moves the table continuously away from the object until you press 
the button again to stop.

<,> same as above but moves one step at a time for fine adjustment

- Go to front of the object where you want to start your sequence.

- Click “Set Start”, the value in the box next to it will be set to “0”.

- Go to the back of your object where you want to end the sequence.

- Click “Set Stop” to save the end position
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My GUI

Shooting Sequence

Distance - automatically updated once “Set Stop” was clicked.

Overlap - select how much overlap you need based on the theoretical depth of field 
value (“DOF (est.)”).

No. of frames - automatically calculated using DOF, Distance, and Overlap.

Delay - select how much time passes between table stops moving and shutter 
opens.

Run Time - estimate how long the sequence will take to finish.

TEST - take a test shot to dial in exposure.

START - start sequence. Table will move to start position and pictures will be taken.

STOP - interrupt sequence in case something went wrong. Click “START” after you 
adjusted things.

Once done a message will appear that the sequence ran successfully.



First image in Stack

4 images stacked
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Uncropped images of single shot (top) and stacked sequence (4 shots) at 
bottom. Sensor size (Nikon APS-C) shown in green, real world size of 
whatever that is in red. Short side of sensor is about 2.5 times longer then 
the length of the object. If 1:1, the object then would be 6.4mm but it only 
is 1.5mm long which means I was shooting at 4.2:1 (give or take some 
measuring error).


